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The artists impressions in this outline 
are all preliminary. They are of course 
subject to change once the calculating 
and engineering are underway.

As a matter of fact, iSetta is an acclaimed 
(semi) three-wheeler design (MDC prize 
at NAIAS + IP reg.). 

Either Airbus’ car is only meant be used 
within city limits, or Airbus’ automotive 
partner Italdesign did not do its 
homework…

If iSetta is able to generate 90 kg of lift, 
then it already manages to offset the 3rd 
passenger’s weight. Needs to be 
researched to verify.

3. iSetta is by far the better road vehicle 
It can be used outside the city too, whereas Airbus four-wheeled 
Pop.Up cannot. Has to do with passenger vehicle regulations. iSetta 
offers more safety and comfort (long wheelbase). Is more fun too. 

4. Superior streamline plus lifting body effect 
make for better range and energy efficiency as an 
aerial vehicle. On the road iSetta will display 
negative lift for better road holding. 

Chassis detachable if 
weight-saving is preferred; 
reconnect upon landing.
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Five reasons why 
this one is better
Now ‘simply’ outdo 

them.

5. 

6. Can be used 
outside the city.

Airfoil means better 
redundancy and range.

4. Upright front fans can be used to charge batteries 

(thru wind energy) in standstill position, when surface 

vehicle is doing its business. Angle of attack means the 

body lifts during flight, has downforce when driving.

smart-for-three.com

3. Having landing gear means that it can be used as a common eVTOL too.

* The eVTOL concept on the left was featured at the 5th Transformative Flight conference, hosted by AHS and NASA 

Ames Research in San Francisco, Jan. 2018. Twin-boom configuration also possible with matching rotor layout.  

Why limit yourself?

Six reasons why the one below is better.

1. Airfoil is to provide lift during flight. After 

vertical takeoff, rear-rotors power off and align 

with the sleek boom to reduce drag.

Airbus 
Pop.Up

Always helps when a big OEM 

thinks similarly.

Battery box

2. Not in the depiction: connection of airfoil 

to boom, landing gear and cabin clamping 

are one. Why? People may not like to see 

themselves attached only roof-side .

hybrid

Modular enables 
Seamless 2D and 3D transit

* My suggestion to parallel develop a 

surface vehicle for modular UAM use

came after Hyundai bought Terrafugia.

Lift

Downforce

https://www.docdroid.net/osG0Ykk/rev-smart-for-three-sept-2019.pdf
https://www.airbus.com/newsroom/news/en/2017/03/PopUp.html
https://www.airbus.com/newsroom/news/en/2017/03/PopUp.html
https://medium.com/swlh/urban-air-mobility-its-the-logistics-stupid-82d475f4aaa9
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